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hello

2ABOUT + CONTACT // 

lanaire is a storyteller that 
adopts an interdisciplinary 
approach to recovering voices, 
memories, and stories. She is 
committed to amplifying and 
archiving marginalized voices 
experiences in imaginative and 
innovative ways. 

me

@lanaire_aderemi

lanaire aderemi

// 

// // 

lanaireaderemi@gmail.com

mailto:lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
mailto:lanaireaderemi@gmail.com


who I have 
worked with…

3BRAND AFFILIATIONS + PARTNERSHIPS // 

Bristol Student Union

Africa Writes

Tate Modern The Birmingham Rep  
Theater

BBC

BLOKE Nigeria

The Mayor of LondonWarwick Arts 
Center

LSE Students’ Union



some press 
recognition

4PRESS FEATURES // 

lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
CONTACT ME 

READ HERE READ HERE WATCH HERE 

mailto:lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
mailto:lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
https://www.elle.com/uk/beauty/hair/g28717567/artists-celebrating-power-of-black-hair/
https://www.vogue.com/article/meet-helena-koudou-the-braider-whose-intricate-works-are-the-star-of-a-mesmerizing-short-film
https://www.facebook.com/bbccwr/videos/2613369295573749/


book me for…
5SERVICES // 

lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
CONTACT ME 

writing / theatre making 
- copywriting 
- editing 
- commissioned poetry 
- playwriting 
- songwriting 
- event production 

speaking 
- public speaking 
- spoken word 
- voice overs 

teaching / research 
- creative coaching  
- creative direction 
- workshop facilitation 

- tutoring 

mailto:lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
mailto:lanaireaderemi@gmail.com


some feedback
6TESTIMONIALS // 

JO TROWSDALE 
 Associate Professor, Education, Arts and Creativity, University of Warwick + 

Attended An Evening with Verse Writer 

“Lanaire has designed and led several exciting workshops for prospective Warwick 
Sociology students. These involved inspirational, interactive activities which engaged 

all students and communicated the value of performance arts in advancing and 
evidencing sociological issues. Lanaire is a charismatic, intelligent and warm 

facilitator who relates well to others. Her work is important for others to experience 
and we look forward to welcoming her to contribute again in coming years.’” 

EBUNIFE BOTU 
Founder of Chapters of a Good Book + Attended An Evening with Verse Writer 

“Lanaire is an extremely talented writer who executes her work seamlessly with a 
passion that seeps through every poetic word she utters. At our inaugural event, The 
Good Book Swap, she read pieces from her book, Of Ivory and Ink. Her interactive 

approach to poetry captured the attention of the audience and held them spellbound 
throughout her entire performance.”

BUNMI AGUSTO  
Artist + Curator of the INTERSECT Exhibition at LSE Student Union 

“Lanaire was essential to the success of the ‘Intersect’ exhibition. Her ability to create 
interactive spoken word poetry on the spot was remarkable. Her presence and her 
words activated the artworks for viewers who were to new to engaging with art.”

lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
CONTACT ME 
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my stats
7SOCIAL MEDIA STATISTICS // 

Here are some useful marketing statistics to give you some 
indication of my reach and scope on social media and my 
performances. I have created a strong relationship with my 
supporters that ensures my large numbers of engagement. 

67K 400.4k 12.9K
IG IMPRESSIONS TWITTER IMPRESSIONS 

PER MONTH 
TWITER IMPRESSIONS  

PER DAY 

2,295 2,812 204
IG FOLLOWERS TWITTER FOLLOWERS FACEBOOK FOLLOWERS 

Since 2018, my shows have been attended by over 
1500+ people. 

All my self-produced shows in London + Coventry 
have sold out.



more on my 
people

8AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS // 

Here are some useful marketing statistics on my wonderful 
supporters to give you some indication of the audience 
demographics of my reach and scope on social media. 

60% 40%
WOMEN MEN 

TOP LOCATIONS 
- UK                     
- Nigeria 
- US                     
- Canada 
- Ghana        



lanaireaderemi@gmail.com
CONTACT ME 

thank you

talk s
oon,
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